
Mjölk (pronounced MI-YELK) is an interactive milk carton holder which indicates how 
much milk is left in the container and/or if the temperature of the milk carton has 
reached above the desired degree.

How it works

Mjölk uses a Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR) to measure the amount of existing milk in 
the carton and an analogue temperature sensor to monitor the temperature inside milk 
carton holder.

FSR

For this project I used a square Force Sensitive Resistor (model number SEN-09376) 
with a sensing area of 1.75 by 1.5 inches. This FSR varies its resistance based on how 
much force is being applied (e.g. the harder the force, the lower the resistance). It is not 
the most accurate sensor in its family but since I only had to measure the pressure in 
three different states (full carton, half-full and empty) the readings were sufficient.

To incorporate this resister into my circuit I used a pulldown resistor which reduces the 
resistance from about 100Kohm to 10Kohm. The analogue reading on the Arduino side 
is achieved by the analogueRead(pinNumber) command.
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Temperature Sensor

Initially I wanted to use a Digital Temperature Sensor (like TMP102 which is loaded with 
features) for this project but eventually I settled for the basic analogue TMP36 sensor 
(which to my surprise is deadly accurate) due to the fact that I could isolate and 
integrate the sensor in the enclosure more easily–and of course it was much cheaper.

To read the Analogue Temperature Data (ATD) and turn it into Centigrade values I took 
advantage of two formulas (first turning the output analogue readings to voltage and the 
second turns the voltage into Centigrade temperature) that I found at Adafruit Learning 
System website:
(http://learn.adafruit.com/tmp36-temperature-sensor/using-a-temp-sensor).

Voltage = (reading from ADC)*(3300/1024)
The above formula converts the numbers 0-1023 registered by the ADC into 0-3300mV 
(=3.3V)–similar to the map command in Arduino programming language. If you want to 
use this formula with a 5 volt Arduino, you should replace the 3300 with 5000.

Temperature = [(analogue voltage in mV)-500]/10
This formula converts milliVolts into Centigrade temperature.

Figuring Out Different States

My original plans were to use three LEDs (solid Green, Yellow and Red) for different 
FSR states and one Red blinking LED for the temperature (as shown in the videos). A 
simple UX sketch and user testing proved that having two sets of Red LEDS (one solid 
the other blinking) was a bit confusing for the users. So I had to figure out a way to 
integrate the digital LED outputs for different states.

I achieved the desired results by using operand conditions in my if statements:
• If carton is full and temperature is lower than the set value then: Solid Green
• If carton is full and temperature is higher than the set value then: Solid Green + 

Blinking Red
• If carton is half-full and temperature is lower than the set value then: Solid Yellow
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• If carton is half-full and temperature is higher than the set value then: Solid Yellow + 
Blinking Red

• If carton is empty (does not matter if the temperature is lower or higher than the set 
value) then: Solid Red

Arduino Sketch

int tempIn = 3;       ! // temperature sensor on Analogue Pin 3
int ledGreen = 5;      // LED on Digital Pin 5 (Green)
int ledYellow = 4;! // LED on Digital Pin 4 (Yellow)
int ledRed = 6;        !// LED on Digital Pin 6 (Red)

int aiValue = 0;       ! // input value (0-1023 = 0 to 3.3v)
int fsrPin = 2;     ! // the FSR and 10K pulldown are connected to Analogue Pin 2
int fsrReading;     ! // the analog reading from the FSR resistor divider

int full = 9800;! // these numbers are used to calibrate the
int half = 9760;! // weight of the carton in different states:
int empty = 9200;! // Full carton, half-full and empty

float setPoint = 5;    !// trigger/set value in Centigrades for the carton holder
float degC;            ! // temperature in Degrees Centigrade

void setup()
{
  pinMode(ledGreen, OUTPUT);  // configure the Digital Pin Direction for the Green LED
  pinMode(ledYellow, OUTPUT);  // configure the Digital Pin Direction for the Yellow LED
  pinMode(ledRed, OUTPUT);     // configure the Digital Pin Direction for the Red LED
  Serial.begin(9600);
}

void loop() 
{
fsrReading = (analogRead(fsrPin)*10);! // reading the FSR analogue input data and 
multiply it by 10 to increase the range for thresholds calculations 

degC = getTemperature(getVolts());     ! //reading the TMP36 sensor analogue input 
data to calculate Volts and the Temperature using helper functions
 !   
// using thresholds and operand conditions to determine different states
  if (fsrReading < empty && degC > setPoint) {
    digitalWrite(ledRed, HIGH);   
    digitalWrite(ledYellow, LOW);
    digitalWrite(ledGreen, LOW);
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  } else if (fsrReading < empty && degC < setPoint) {
    digitalWrite(ledRed, HIGH);   
    digitalWrite(ledYellow, LOW);
    digitalWrite(ledGreen, LOW);

  } else if (fsrReading < half && degC > setPoint) {
    digitalWrite(ledYellow, HIGH);    
    digitalWrite(ledGreen, LOW);
    digitalWrite(ledRed, HIGH);     ! // Temperature Limit Reached, turn the RED LED on.
    delay(50);              ! ! // wait for half a second
    digitalWrite(ledRed, LOW);    ! // turn the RED LED off
    delay(50);! ! ! ! // wait for half a second
    
  } else if (fsrReading < half && degC < setPoint) {
    digitalWrite(ledYellow, HIGH);    
    digitalWrite(ledGreen, LOW);
    digitalWrite(ledRed, LOW);

  } else if (fsrReading > full && degC > setPoint) {
    digitalWrite(ledGreen, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(ledYellow, LOW);
    digitalWrite(ledRed, HIGH);      !// Temperature Limit Reached, turn the LED on.
    delay(50);               ! ! // wait for half a second
    digitalWrite(ledRed, LOW);    ! // turn the LED off
    delay(50);! ! ! ! // wait for half a second
    
   } else if (fsrReading > full && degC < setPoint) {
    digitalWrite(ledGreen, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(ledYellow, LOW);
    digitalWrite(ledRed, LOW);
  }
 
delay(500);
}

// return the voltage for the input value; 0-1023 = 0 to 3.3V
float getVolts()
{
  int inputValue;
  inputValue = analogRead(tempIn);
  float volts;
  volts = (((float)inputValue / 1024) * 3.3);
  return volts;
}

// return the temperature in Degrees Centigrade for given voltage
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float getTemperature(float volts)
{
  float temp = (volts - 0.5) / 0.01 ;  
  return temp;
}

Bringing Everything Together

I created an enclosure (as an extension to the milk carton holder) out of balsa wood to 
enclose the electronic parts. I used an Arduino Pro Mini board which operates with 3.5 
Volts coin battery to fit everything in a small space.
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